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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Maximizing the Potential of Human Resources

Our human resources possess a high degree of expertise 
and are passionate about solving social issues, making 
forward-looking consulting proposals, and meticulously 
implementing IT solutions. Human resources are the source 
of NRI’s competitiveness. Under “Vision2022,” we have 
focused on human resource management. Some strengths 
and characteristics of NRI’s human resources include the 
following: 1) from an early stage, they possess self-
awareness as professionals and refine a high level of 
expertise, 2) they absorb a large amount of knowledge from 
various work experiences and apply it to new challenges, 
and 3) they possess the ability to learn autonomously by 
recognizing the skills which they personally require.
 NRI promotes a human resources management cycle 
that maximizes the strengths of individual human resources. 
This cycle begins with the recruitment of diverse and 
talented human resources, and then provides growth 
opportunities through challenging assignments. In addition, 
when human resources accomplish their work with 
responsibility and awareness toward society, they will feel 
pride in their own work that leads to personal and 
organizational growth. NRI will further enhance the strengths 
of its human resources by continuing to be an attractive 
workplace.
 In April 2022, NRI revised our personnel system as a 
mechanism to reward the efforts and achievements of each 
employee, and to support new challenges and growth. Our 
new personnel system aims to accelerate NRI’s growth 
toward 2030 by maximizing the potential of NRI’s human 
resources while considering the career plans and workstyles 
of each individual. We believe that enabling individual 
potential will provide a large return on investment. NRI 
maximizes the return on investment in human capital 
through mutual trust based on the following: 1) we believe in 
the diverse potential and future talent of our employees, and 
create an environment in which employees can exercise 
their abilities, and 2) employees’ trust in NRI enables them 
to demonstrate their abilities and achieve continual growth 
by leveraging their experiences.

Message from the Head of Corporate Headquarters

As a corporation, we will  
continue to contribute to the 
achievement of a sustainable 
future society.
Hidenori Anzai
Representative Director
Member of the Board
Senior Executive Managing Director
Supervising of Corporate Headquarters
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Commitment to Quality

NRI’s mission is to “Discern new social paradigms and 
implement them” and “Build client trust and establish 
relationships for mutual growth.” In order to fulfill this 
mission, NRI has given high importance to quality 
management. Organizations, systems, and activities that 
embody our commitment to quality are deeply rooted in 
NRI’s culture and have continued to evolve. We systemize 
and accumulate the efforts and wisdom necessary to 
execute projects that are important to our clients with high 
quality. We then apply what we have learned to new 
projects. Our commitment to quality is a capability that 
supports NRI’s business development. We will continue to 
refine this commitment.
 Another capability that supports NRI’s business 
development is production innovation (productivity 
improvement). We are strengthening our efforts to achieve 
the operating margin which we aim for by 2030. For 
example, in an effort to enhance our intellectual capital, we 
are working on componentization (digital IP) of functions 
that improve the value provided to clients; for example, 
automatic ordering and route optimization, as well as the 
use of tools in testing processes. NRI will continue our 
efforts for achieving a high level of both quality and 
productivity.

Sustainability Management Initiatives

 NRI’s corporate philosophy of “Dream up the future” 
contains our thinking that the continued enhancement of 
NRI’s corporate value can be found only by creating a new 
future through innovation and resolving social issues. 
Furthermore, as social issues such as climate change and 
human rights violations become more serious, NRI needs to 
synchronize our growth strategies with the resolution of 
social issues. These are NRI’s basic views on sustainability 
management. In our Medium-Term Management Plan 
(2019–2022), we have positioned sustainability 
management as a pillar of our growth strategy. Our 
sustainability management consists of NRI Group’s 3 Values 
and 4 Key Issues unique to NRI. Additionally, in 
consideration of the revisions to our Corporate Governance 
Code in June 2021, we have decided to have the Board of 
Directors reassess our sustainability management policy. 
Moving forward, NRI will continue to grow by contributing to 
a sustainable society.
 In FY March 2022, in order to reduce the burden on the 
global environment, among the data centers that were the 
major sources of greenhouse gas emissions for the NRI 
Group, we switched the power used at our particularly large 
data centers to renewable energy. As a result, we were nine 
years ahead of schedule in achieving our FY2030 target for 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Scopes 1 + 2), for 
which we have obtained SBT 1.5°C target certification. 
Furthermore, by FY March 2024, we expect all of our data 

centers to use 100% renewable energy. Regarding 
environmental targets related to the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions, we raised our target level from 
SBT 2°C to SBT 1.5°C in February 2021. Moreover, in 
February 2022, we moved up our target year for net zero 
emissions to fiscal 2030 from fiscal 2050.
 We believe that initiatives throughout the supply chain are 
important for realizing a sustainable future society. The NRI 
Group promotes initiatives toward a sustainable society 
through collaboration with our business partners. For 
example, on April 1, 2021, we released the NRI Group 
Business Partner Code of Conduct on our website. The 
Code stipulates the principles of conduct for which we 
request cooperation from our business partners. We also 
ask each business partner to submit written consent to our 
the Code when concluding a contract. We have obtained 
written consent from 282 companies as of June 2022.
 NRI believes that consolidating the total capability of each 
of its employees, with their various strengths and individual 
characteristics, leads to the strength of the organization. In 
FY March 2022, we promoted three priority areas (gender, 
career/expertise, and age) from among the seven areas set 
out in the NRI Action Policy for Promoting Diversity and 
Inclusion. Some specific examples include creating lists of 
female candidates for manager and group manager in each 
division, confirming aspects such as promotion dates, 
holding events for mid-career hires to talk directly with our 
president, and holding information sessions for managers 
on themes such as age inclusion.

Strengthening of Group Governance

Through management built on the independence and  the 
autonomy of Group companies themselves, NRI promotes 
Group governance based on the concept of creating an 
environment in which it is easier for Group companies to 
demonstrate their strengths. On the other hand, about 60% 
of the 16,512 NRI Group employees (FY March 2022) are 
employees of Group companies. This number has been 
increasing over the years. Additionally, the number of our 
consolidated subsidiaries has reached 90, and governance 
becomes increasingly important as this number grows. 
Considering these circumstances, as part of enhancing the 
foundation of our business management, NRI is working to 
visualize the monitoring and support of Group companies 
and internal control in a form that is easier to understand. 
Specifically, we formulated Group Governance Operating 
Procedures common to all Group companies. We plan to 
start operation of these Guidelines from the second half of 
FY March 2023. We will work to ensure the spread and 
practice of these Guidelines. For example, each Group 
company will establish manuals based on the Guidelines.
 The NRI Group aims to change the world and create 
social value. Together with colleagues who share these 
goals, we will embrace the challenge of reaching our 
maximum potential.
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Human Capital

New Human Resources System

NRI had previously been operating a human resources 
system of assessments based on performance, outcomes, 
and ability, but we believed it was time for a new system 
that could spur ceaseless transformation of our existing 
businesses and taking on challenges in new business. 
Based on this belief, we introduced a new human resources 
system in April 2022. The new system was structured to 
clarify expectations according to the role and mission and 
reward the results accordingly, with the aim of continuously 
being professionals who always have a crisis mentality 
toward the current situation and are undaunted by change 
or challenges. We also emphasize the spirit of treating all 
people with mutual respect regardless of their position.
 Job class was determined according to ability level in the 
previous system, but the new system determines job class 
according to the role that the person is to fulfill. This means 
that the new system determines job class according to the 
duties and level of achieving the roles expected by each 
division for the year rather than past successes and 
achievements. It therefore requires employees to always 
take on challenges and keep up with changes taking place 
in the world. We have also established the new career path 
of Chief Expert, as a professional not involved with manage-
ment. Through multiple career tracks, this has enabled us to 
offer the appropriate conditions to people who continue to 
grow as professionals and produce results.

Key Points about the New Human Resources System

1)  Job class for manager-level personnel determined by 
duties and role

2)  Clarified career paths among manager-level personnel as 
professionals who are not managers

3)  Introduced accelerated promotion system for non-
manager-level personnel

- Rank System
Job class for manager-level personnel is now determined according 
to the duties handled and expected role for the year rather than 
past successes and achievements. Career paths as specialists who 
are not managers have also been clarified, and the job class of 
Chief Expert at the same level as a manager was newly established. 
These multi-track careers have made it possible for management to 
assist the career development and boost the engagement level of 
more subordinates and offer the appropriate conditions to people 
who take on their respective challenges, continue to grow as pro-
fessionals, and produce results, by consistently refining their own 
expertise while contributing to the organization.

- Promotions and Demotions
This new system has made flexible promotions and demotions 
possible according to the duties and roles of manager-level  
personnel. At the same time, an accelerated promotion system was 
introduced for non-manager-level personnel, who can now be 
promoted as far as the highest ranks regardless of age.
 
- Evaluation System
In the new system, results are still evaluated appropriately against 
the goals set at the start of the year and reflected in bonuses, as 
was done in the old system. Also, particularly in evaluations for 
promotions of manager-level personnel, we are working to 
strengthen mechanisms for multifaceted evaluations to determine 
whether they have the attitude and qualities suitable for top-level 
NRI employees.

- System for Employment Conditions
The overall financial conditions offered at NRI such as salary, 
bonuses, and benefits, are at level suitable for professionals. 
Incentives offered for medium- to long-term contributions to sus-
tained improvements into business value include retirement pay-
ments, a defined contribution pension plan, an employee stock 
ownership plan, and an E-Ship (trust-type employee shareholding 
incentive plan).

NRI’s Human Resources Strategy 
The strength of NRI is our human resources; in other words, professional employees who possess a high level of expertise,  
who take the initiative to work on independently set goals, and who are fearless innovators. To develop these human assets,  
NRI has been strengthening a system and an environment to develop the hidden talents of highly motivated people and to allow 
them to produce results on the job.

Early promotion  
to the top tier by  

skipping tiers

Double-track career 
paths and dynamic 

promotions according 
to duties and roles

Chief

Senior

Senior employees

Supervisor

Deputy supervisor

Specialist employees

Assistant employees

Managerial position

Non-managerial  
position

Old system New system
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E
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E+

General Manager: M+

Member 

Expert

Management

Group Manager level: C

General manager level: C+
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A

Associate

S
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Autonomous Career Development along Diverse Career Paths

At NRI, we develop human resources who are capable of flexibly responding to changes in the business environment with a 
broad perspective and refining their skills in multiple specialized fields, while also collaborating across multiple departments.

Three Methods of Human Resources Development  
Human resources development at NRI is an organic fusion 
of three methods: training programs, self-improvement, and 
on-the-job training (OJT). Employees accumulate work 
experience in OJT. In training they consolidate knowledge 
they gained in OJT and acquire skills that cannot be learned 
in OJT. NRI also offers its own unique type of system to 
support self-improvement. Beyond simply covering the 
expenses for employees to acquire qualifications and 

improve their language skills, the system also lets employ-
ees freely join in-house seminars aimed at sharing knowl-
edge that NRI has accumulated internally, and more. 
Internal job posting and self-reporting systems have also 
been implemented to increase opportunities for employees 
to choose their own careers and to have the right people in 
the right place.

In-House Training  
With more than 900 total sessions held for over 300 
courses offered throughout the year, our in-house training 
comprehensively covers all the fields that employees need. 
Aside from required rank- and position-specific training, 
employees are free to select these on their own.

 Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) Programs offer programs 
geared toward supporting the advancement of women, 
diversity, and work-life balance.

Classification
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Compulsory Recommended Open recruitment 
Training Program System
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Human Capital

Career Fields  
To advance our development of specialists and multi-skilled 
personnel who have multiple specialized fields, and to bol-
ster our development for mid-level ranks and higher, NRI 
has defined 20 career fields for specialist employees. Each 

employee selects their own specialized field from among the 
20 career fields, then goes on to refine their expertise with 
the aim of becoming a leading expert.

Certification Program  
NRI confers internal certifications to professionals with high-
level expertise as role models in each career field. The inter-
nal certification program has seven qualifications in 17 
categories, which serve as goals when employees envision 

their future careers and plot their career paths. In the Skills 
Development Program, we offer an extensive lineup of 
highly specialized programs for boosting skills for internal 
certifications.
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Purpose of Personal Career Design
  Have each employee work independently to choose and develop their own career, undergo ceaseless transformation, and 
continuously take on challenges, regardless of age.
  Maintain and increase employees’ motivation while giving them the ability to flexibly adapt to changes in the business 
environment

Upon promotion to senior associate
Personal Career Design 1 
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Management
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Personal Career Design 4 
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Personal Career Design  
Leading up to the implementation of our new human 
resources system for specialist employees that began in FY 
March 2023, we comprehensively overhauled and expanded 
our career design program. In the new career design pro-
gram called Personal Career Design, we arrange a total of 
five workshop-style training sessions at the time of reaching 
career milestones, or at regular intervals, from the time 
employees are in their 20s until their late 50s. In the training 
sessions for ages 40 and up, we also support their own 

independent learning by providing career coaching,  
one-on-one interviews, and various types of optional pro-
grams after the workshops that make their career develop-
ment efforts more effective. Aside from the workshops, 
every year we also organize career seminars that are open 
to all employees where we strive to foster career conscious-
ness. The seminars were attended by approximately 1,000 
employees in FY March 2022.

C&A  
We offer the Challenge & Act (C&A) System to broadly sup-
port autonomous and systematic skills development by 
employees and for each of them to share their intended 
career paths with their managers, with whom they also have 
interviews to check their level of achievement of targets they 

set themselves. C&A starts with target setting interviews 
between the employees and their managers at the begin-
ning of the fiscal year. Then, after six months of activity, they 
have interviews with their managers again to check the 
results of those activities.
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

DX Human Resources Development Program
With the aim of strengthening capabilities—such as those in 
artificial intelligence (AI), analytics, blockchain, UX design, 
agile software development, and microservice architecture—
that are required in the DX age, NRI offers training for the 
acquisition of DX skills. The training is available across differ-
ent lengths of service in addition to the traditional skills 
cultivation that takes place according to how long a person 
has been with the Company (Figure 1).
 These curricula are actively being newly established and 
continuously revised/abolished based on internal needs and 

social trends (Graph 1). The number of trainees per year 
and the number of training days per trainee are steadily 
increasing. This has firmly established the concept of +DX, 
in which each employee engages in autonomous learning to 
acquire the necessary DX skills (Graph 2).
 Also, in the Challenge & Act System, employees take an 
inventory of their own DX skills (area/level) and then use this 
assessment to set goals for their next skill improvement. 
The number of DX active personnel with a DX skill level of 
“basic level” or higher is steadily increasing (Graph 3).

DX Human Resources

In addition to further skill transfer under the concept of +DX, NRI is creating learning opportunities such as 
holding a variety of training for consultants and systems engineers, who already possess conventional abili-
ties, to utilize their existing skills while expanding their area of activity to include the field of digital transfor-
mation (DX). By doing so, we are promoting a strategic shift of NRI’s human resources portfolio to one that 
we are aiming for in the DX age.

Human Resource Investment that Is Top-Class among Japanese Companies
NRI is investing in the cultivation of top-class human resources from a variety of perspectives. For example, we are conducting a 
program to cultivate human resources who will accelerate the DX Strategy, which is the pillar of the growth strategy of our Long-
Term Management Vision “Vision2022” and our Medium-Term Management Plan (2019-2022). We are also cultivating global 
human resources, improving the leadership skills of managers, and developing the next generation of management and execu-
tive personnel.

DX Human Resources Development Program (Figure 1)
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Global Human Resources 

NRI implements many overseas programs to develop global 
business leader. We are especially focusing on an overseas 
training system where employees can experience global 
business for about one year through an internship at the 
overseas office of a globally active client company. Over the 
past nine years, 190 trainees have so far been sent to 16 
countries overseas. The overseas studies program is a 

system through which employees obtain wide-ranging 
knowledge and expertise as well as advanced technical 
capabilities. In addition to MBAs from overseas business 
schools, the acquisition of degrees in other fields, such as 
computer sciences (MSE/MCS) and law (LLM), is also 
actively

Leadership Skills  

Every year, we organize AHEAD Program 360-degree feed-
back from managers and subordinates, with the aim of 
improving the abilities of manager-level personnel at devel-
oping subordinates and boosting their co-creation 

leadership skills. In addition to department head and group 
manager personnel who had previously been involved, the 
feedback was expanded to include all 3,139 manager-level 
personnel in FY March 2022.

Successor Training  

We conduct two types of training for selected individuals to 
secure our next generation of management and executive 
personnel. Every year, five to eight officer promotion candi-
dates take part in the New Dream Up the Future Program, a 
learning and development program for the next generation 
of management personnel.
 Of the 31 total participants in the program during the five 
years leading up to and including FY March 2022, 12 have 

been promoted to executive roles (as of the end of March, 
2022). Additionally, we conduct Selected GM & Department 
Head Training for 15 to 20 candidates for promotion to 
department head every year.
 Of the 86 total participants in the program during the five 
years leading up to and including FY March 2022, 51 have 
been promoted department head roles (as of the end of 
March, 2022).
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Initiatives to Improve Engagement
Maximizing our human capital is one of the NRI Group’s key topics in the new long-term vision V2030. Job Satisfaction 
Co-Creation activities have been organized throughout the NRI Group as a whole starting in FY March 2022 as an initiative to 
maximize our human capital by improving employee engagement.

Visualizing the Status of Organizations (Engagement Surveys)

We measure employee engagement at NRI in order to 
understand the job satisfaction levels of our employees and 
co-create job satisfaction throughout our Company as a 
whole. Utilizing engagement measurement tool Wevox*1, the 
survey is conducted for employees of NRI and some NRI 
Group companies*2 once per year (in June). The results of 
the survey are used as reference data to formulate measures 

in human resources, and are also disclosed to employees 
on the Company intranet for use in activities to improve 
engagement in the workplace. 

*1 Tool provided by Atrae, Inc.
*2  Five Group companies with large number of staff on assignment from NRI: NRI 

SecureTechnologies, Ltd., NRI Workplace Services, Ltd., NRI Social Information 
System Services, Ltd., NRI Digital, Ltd., Nomura School of Advanced Management.

Organizational Development Program

In FY March 2022, we began offering an organizational 
development program for employees with the aim of devel-
oping organizations with even higher job satisfaction once 
the status of the organizations has been visualized. Video-
based programs from which employees can learn whenever 
they have time, as well as training-style programs in which 

participants can learn about organizational development 
from each other while engaging in practical application. We 
have also started incorporating this into training for new 
managers starting in FY March 2023 among our efforts to 
promote better organizational development capabilities for 
NRI as a whole.

Fostering a Culture Conducive to Job Satisfaction (Communicating Information via Events, etc.)

We are also concentrating on communicating information in 
various ways to foster a culture in which all employees take 
the initiative to co-create job satisfaction.
 Starting in FY March 2022, we have been hosting Job 
Satisfaction Co-Creation Forum, coordinated in conjunction 
with the Company-wide employee engagement survey. With 
nearly 700 employees in attendance each year, we share job 
satisfaction-related information from inside and outside NRI 
each year. At the same time, we have launched a Job 
Satisfaction Co-Creation Website on the Company intranet, 
where we regularly display case examples of activities to 
co-create job satisfaction at various organizations within NRI.

Job Satisfaction Co-Creation 
Forum

F E– E E+ D– D D+ C– C C+ B– B B+ A

 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Reference:

Average scores in the systems integrators & contracted devel-

opers industry among Wevox user companies: 67 (June, 2021)

NRI: 70
(June, 2021)

Human Capital

Engagement score (NRI’s score vs. industry average) 
Engagement scores are assigned ranks A through F as indicators
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Promoting Diversity and Inclusion, and Respect for Human Rights
NRI is promoting diversity and inclusion to promote employee success, which is in the Human Resources Strategy. Furthermore, 
we are engaged in the respect of the human rights of all people who are impacted by NRI’s business activities.

Diversity and Inclusion at NRI

NRI believes that consolidating the strengths of each of its 
employees, with their various strengths and individual char-
acteristics, leads to the strength of the organization. The 
Group aims to foster a workplace environment where 
diverse employees can all keep working positively and con-
tinue embracing challenges. To all employees, we offer 
e-learning content (e.g., understanding of unconscious 
biases and sexual minorities) that promotes understanding 
of diversity and inclusion. Additionally, in the past few years, 
related activities have prioritized three areas (gender, career / 
specialization, and generation) out of the seven areas 
shown in the figure on the right.

Initiatives for the Promotion of Women’s Participation 
and Advancement in the Workplace
We are continuing our engagement in activities for the NRI 
Women’s Network (NWN) project, which began in 2008 
under the direct supervision of our president. We created 
systems that supported the balance of work and parenting, 
prepared training, and fostered an environment that facili-
tated greater participation by women, making it only natural 
for women to continue working. Furthermore, we imple-
mented measures to encourage women to advance their 
careers, including the Female Leader Development Program 
launched in FY March 2016, and the Leader Development 
Academy, in which female directors serve as instructors and 
was launched in FY March 2019. We thereby succeeded in 
boosting the female managers’ ratio.
 Discussions related to diversity promotion, including hiring 
women for management positions, are also taking place in 
Senior Management Committee and Board of Directors 
meetings. Starting in FY March 2022, diversity promotion 
initiatives are evaluated on a per-division basis and calcu-
lated into bonuses.To facilitate the further hiring and promo-
tion of women to director and management positions, we 
are engaging in the promotion of women’s participation and 
advancement while keeping the job assignment and devel-
opment plan in mind.

Initiatives for Promoting the Success of Mid-career Hires
NRI is strengthening mid-career hiring in order to promote 
the DX and Global Strategies. We are enhancing on-boarding 
measures when mid-career hires join NRI to enable them to 
become used to their new work environment as soon as 
possible and exhibit their expertise and capabilities to the 
fullest extent.  In addition to the semi-annual socializing 
event for mid-career 
recruits and the presi-
dent which we have 
been holding since FY 
March 2021, we also 
arrange follow-up inter-
views and support inter-
nal social networking.

Action plans under the Act on Promotion of Women’s Participation and 
Advancement in the Workplace

Term From April 2019 to March 2023

Goals

1.  Raise the ratio of female managers to at least 8.5% by FY March 2023 
(Newly promote more than 100 women to management level positions)

2.  Raise NRI’s female employee hiring rate to at least 30% of its total hires
3.  Carry out, toward management-level employees, further awareness 

raising activities related to diversity management

Initiatives

1.  Continue the Female Leader Development Program with the goal of 
developing female employees into managers

2.  Continue measures to increase the number of female students recruited 
as employees

3.  Implement awareness-raising measures related to management and 
development responsibilities of managers toward employees with 
diverse individualities and values

4.  Carry out system reforms aimed at allowing employees to select diverse 
work-style choices

Sexual orienta-
tion and gender 

identity

Cross-cultural

Career and 
specialization

Gender Generation

Lifestyle
(child-rearing, 

nursing care, and 
health)

Presence of 
disabilities

Collaboration  
and mobilization of 

diverse human 
resources

Initiatives for Strengthening Intergenerational 
Integration and Synergy
Employees of a broad range of ages work at NRI, from 
those in their teens to their sixties. In regard to differences in 
thinking and values arising from generational differences, 
there is a need to create an environment that enables 
people to recognize each other’s strengths while respecting 
differences. We worked to enhance the awareness of man-
agers and department heads by holding a D&I seminar for 
them with generational inclusion as the theme.

Participate actively while recognizing 
each other’s strengths despite 

differences in age and generation

Promote a workplace environment 
where employees participate 
actively, regardless of gender

Employees with 
diverse careers and 

specializations 
participate actively

Participate actively while 
respecting each other’s 

cultural backgrounds and 
values

All employees are free of any 
psychological barriers 

irrespective of whether they 
are with or without any 

disabilities
Promote a basic  

understanding in relation to 
sexual minorities

Get-together of mid-career hires

NRI Action Policy for Promoting Diversity and Inclusion

Employees with 
differing lifestyles (e.g., 
child-rearing, nursing 
care, state of health) 

continue to participate 
actively
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Support for Balancing Work with Childbirth, Parenting, and Nursing Care

NRI is working to create a workplace that facilitates a bal-
ance between work and parenting for both men and 
women. In addition to systems such as maternity / paternity 
leave, we established the “partner childbirth leave” system 
in January 2017 as part of measures aimed at encouraging 
male employees to take paternity leaves and vacations. 
Starting in FY March 2021, male employees who take child-
care leave have also been participating in Training for 
Balancing Work with Parenting for employees who have 
returned to work from childcare leave. In June 2017, we 
opened the Yokohama Center and established the 
Yumeminato Hoikuen as an in-office nursery. These facilities 
support employees in resuming their career at the desired 
time and building a career plan.

 Furthermore, to promote balance between work and 
nursing care, we have systems such as nursing care leave 
and shorter working hours for nursing care. We also hold 
nursing care seminars on a periodic basis.

Promoting Workplace Participation by Persons with Disabilities

NRI Mirai, Ltd., a special subsidiary* of NRI, contributes to 
work-style reform by providing employees with various dis-
abilities work opportunities such as setting up meeting 
rooms and libraries, supporting training, collecting/delivering 
internet mail, and managing miscellaneous goods, and even 
providing massage services for employees and managing a 
café at Kiba Center.
 Moreover, NRI is working to expand hiring opportunities 
for people with disabilities by holding fixed-point surveys 
and presentations related to management issues and trends 
in the hiring of people with disabilities and operations at 
special subsidiaries. As of June 2022, 191 disabled persons 
are employed at NRI and its Group companies (an employ-
ment ratio of 2.42%).

*  It refers to a subsidiary that gives special consideration to promote the employment of 
persons with disabilities, and in doing so meets certain requirements. Obtaining certifica-
tion from the central government allows persons with disabilities employed by this type 
of subsidiary to be deemed as being employed by the parent company.

Talking about his experiences taking childcare leave at 
the training

NRI Mirai employees operating “Sora café Mirai”

Efforts for Respecting Human Rights

NRI considers respect for human rights an important social 
responsibility. On February 2019, NRI formulated its NRI 
Group Human Rights Policy based on international conven-
tions such as the International Bill of Human Rights and the 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. Based 
on this policy, NRI is engaged in efforts toward respect for 
human rights. As a company involved in the development 
and utilization of AI, NRI also formulated the NRI Group AI 
Ethics Guidelines in October 2019 with the belief that it is 
essential to mitigate the negative effects of AI while develop-
ing and utilizing AI in a proper manner. Furthermore, as an 
initiative to entrench respect for human rights, we exercise 
human rights due diligence toward NRI and its Group com-
panies based on the UN Guiding Principles on Business 
and Human Rights. In addition, we also carry out in-house 
training (e-learning) related to ESG, including human rights.
 To further promote sustainable procurement, we are 
reviewing the terms and expressions used in the existing 
NRI Group Procurement Policy and the NRI Group 
Employees’ Code of Business Conduct. Additionally, in April 
2021, we established the NRI Group Business Partners’ 
Code of Conduct that outlines those matters that we would 

like our business partners to observe, including respect for 
human rights, compliance with laws and regulations, and 
preserving the global environment. Currently, we have made 
the Code known to our business partners, such as external 
contractors and procurement sources, and are seeking their 
understanding and cooperation.
 NRI will continue to bolster its efforts toward respect for 
human rights while communicating with our stakeholders 
and facilitating their understanding of the relevant policies 
and efforts.

NRI Group Policy on Human Rights
https://www.nri.com/en/sustainability/social/policies#jinken

NRI Group AI Ethics Guidelines
https://www.nri.com/en/sustainability/social/policies#AI_Ethics_Guidelines

Human Rights Report
https://www.nri.com/-/media/Corporate/en/Files/PDF/sustainability/library/
back_number/human_rights_report_e.pdf

NRI Group Business Partner Code of Conduct
https://www.nri.com/en/company/partner_code

Human Capital
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Initiatives for Work-Style Reform

In 1994, NRI implemented a discretionary labor scheme that 
was a pioneering initiative in Japan at that time. Through this 
scheme, we have promoted a work style that is free from time 
constraints.
 From 2016 to 2017, we relocated our Tokyo, Yokohama, and 
Osaka offices to new buildings. Based on the concept of “cre-
ating new value by connecting people, goods, events, informa-
tion, and objectives,” we developed office spaces that achieve 
a working style that is uninhibited by location. The use of tele-
commuting and satellite offices is also increasing. Led by the 
Work-Style Reform Committee, which we started in FY March 
2018, we supported the achievement of flexible working styles 
with even higher productivity. Currently, we are engaged in 
enhancing productivity through a new work style that combines 
telecommuting with in-office work.
 In addition to this work infrastructure, NRI is also fostering a 
corporate culture that facilitates co-creation among diverse 
human resources. For example, one specific initiative is work-
style reform that matches the content and characteristics of 
work at each division.

Health and Productivity Management

NRI aims to achieve health and productivity management* that 
helps improve employees’ quality of life (QOL). The CEO of NRI 
also serves as Chief Health Officer (CHO) and currently is devel-
oping various systems and engaging in the relevant initiatives 
toward invigorating NRI and achieving increased productivity 
under the four goals. Furthermore, we have expanded the 
scope of vaccination to include employees, their families, and 
business partners, and have implemented the COVID-19 
vaccinations.

*  This refers to a business policy that generates benefits for a company by providing its 
employees with health-related assistance. This term is a registered trademark of the 
Workshop for the Management of Health on Company and Employee.

NRI Health Declaration 2022

Basic policy: Based on correct knowledge and recognition for their own 
health by each employee, the NRI Group supports active initiatives for 
improving long-term QOL.

1

Reduce lifestyle-related diseases
•  Manage employees’ reservations and receipts for medical check-

ups and health examinations, and encourage them to take these 
examinations

•  Put in place health management rooms at our principal offices 
and build a framework for industrial doctors to handle cases

2
Lower stress
• Stress prevention for individual employees and teams
• Develop a system to enable employees to return to work earlier

3
Lower smoking rates
• Introduce support to help stop smoking
• Remove smoking spaces inside the office

4

Promote work–life balance
•  Reduce overtime and holiday work hours
•  Encourage employees to take paid leave
•  Implement the frontline-driven Smart Work-Style Campaign 

(SWC) including: streamlining operations and meetings, as well 
as promoting early morning work

External Evaluation of NRI

  In 2017, NRI received the highest level (Level 3) of Eruboshi Certification (certifica-
tion by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare based on the Act on Promotion 
of Women’s Participation and Advancement in the Workplace)

  Selected as a Nadeshiko Brand for six consecutive years in a row (corporations  
selected by the Tokyo Stock Exchange and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry for outstanding promotion of female performance and advancement)

  Certified as “Kurumin” for five consecutive terms from 2007 and as “Platinum 
Kurumin” in 2018 (certification of corporations that support child-rearing based on 
the Act on Advancement of Measures to Support Raising Next-Generation 
Children)

  Certified as a Health and Productivity Management 500 Organization (White 500; 
Large Enterprise Category) for six consecutive years in a row

Work-Style Reform Issues and Health and Productivity Management
By enacting work-style reform, NRI works to promote work–life balance by reducing long working hours. We seek to achieve an 
environment where employees can fully exhibit their abilities while valuing their personal health and family life.

New office that achieves an innovative working style
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Outstanding Business Model

The NRI Group has a unique business model that continu-
ously and concurrently utilizes both consulting and IT solu-
tions to support reform in our clients’ business. Industry and 
business knowledge in consulting work, deep understand-
ing of our clients’ management strategy and issues, and 
development / operational documents and software assets 
(algorithms, etc.) in IT solutions business are the NRI 

Group’s valuable assets. By building up such intellectual 
capital, we have the ability to make recommendations and 
propose business strategy related to management of our 
clients’ businesses, as well as to create DX platforms, etc., 
that utilize shared online services and AI, thereby creating a 
high level of added value.

Con-Solution Promoting DX Strategy with Clients
Corporate DX strategy is changing the era of “converting busi-
ness to IT” to an era of “creating business through IT.” In order 
to accelerate this movement, NRI operates its business in col-
laboration with a variety of companies, and by bringing together 
knowledge / expertise and technology that will be mutually 
beneficial, we continue to generate new value. 

 
 The NRI Group has implemented “Con-Solution,” a unique 
business model in which consultants that are well versed in 
industry knowledge and business processes and system engi-
neers with significant experience in project management work 
alongside our clients to implement technology, repeatedly verify 
effectiveness, and share the results with our clients.

Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Intellectual and Manufacturing Capital

The Source of NRI’s Competitiveness
The NRI Group has continued to provide high added-value services utilizing the insight and precise ability to implement that 
have been refined since our founding. Intellectual capital is the vital source of the NRI Group’s powerful competitiveness, and an 
important element that clearly differentiates us from other companies. In addition to boosting individual strength to incomparable 
organizational strength that extends beyond organizational boundaries through the accumulation and utilization of intellectual 
capital, we continue to inherit and pass down knowledge and expertise that stretches through the eras. The NRI Group contin-
ues its long-term relationships with our clients and grows its business through management of such intellectual capital.

Patent rights  Copyrights  Rights of trademark  Design rights

-  Industry / business knowl-
edge, technical knowledge 

-  Recognition of clients’ 
management issues 

-  Proposals, reports, investi-
gation data, etc.

-  Consulting framework, industry network, expertise to support 
execution, analytics methods / tools

-  IT solution expertise / regulations (NRI standard framework, project 
management, system operation, data center operation, etc.), etc.

-  Quality management (NRI-QMS, System Development Committee, 
information security management, partner promotion, etc.)

-  Production innovation (each type of tool, enhanced business 
innovation activities, product / technology information, etc.)

-  Business development (Business Assessment Committee, R&D 
Committee, stage gate management, etc.), etc.

-  Policy recommendations 
-  Market forecasts / investiga-

tions (intellectual property / 
creation, IT roadmap, etc.) 

-  Dream Up the Future Forum, 
information transmission, 
etc.

-  Development / operational 
documents 

-  Software assets (shared 
online services, digital IP, 
algorithms, etc.), etc.

-  Quality, degree of customer 
satisfaction 

-  Track record as social 
infrastructure 

-  Track record of providing 
services to the industry’s 
top companies, etc.

Consulting

Knowledge that supports organizational strength Processes that support organizational strength

Superior insight

Reliability, corporate imageCon-Solution

IT Solutions High-level ability to achieve

Outstanding business model

Capabilities that support business development

Continuously evolving brand

Intellectual Capital
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 This Con-Solution is also being utilized in next-generation 
smart construction by EARTHBRAIN Ltd., which was founded 
by NRI jointly with Komatsu Ltd., NTT Communications 
Corporation, and Sony Semiconductor Solutions Corporation.

A Variety of Intellectual Property Rights that Support these Activities

In order to maintain and expand intellectual capital and 
increase the competitive advantage of the NRI Group, our 
Intellectual Property Department promotes strategic and 
ongoing activities. Using IP landscaping* and other tech-
niques, we partner closely with related divisions and strive 

to protect and utilize intellectual property rights that contrib-
ute to the business model and formation of the brand.

*  A technique used to understand the business environment using intellectual property 
trends as the pivot point and utilize that knowledge in the formulation of strategy

Continuously Evolving Brand

Considering Japan’s first private think tank as one of its 
origins, the NRI Group has strength in social recommenda-
tions and communication of information based on con-
sumer trend investigations and forecasts of the future. We 
observe society and industry from a unique and excellent 
perspective, and release the results broadly to society 
through publications, forums, and the media, etc. We have 

garnered high praise and trust through these activities. In 
addition, the IT solutions provided by the NRI Group sup-
port the financial market and everyday living through a high-
level ability to achieve, and boast a high level of quality and 
reliability as part of society’s infrastructure, so to speak. 
These activities contribute significantly to improvement of 
the NRI Group’s sense of reliability and corporate image.

A Group of Experts Taking on the Challenge of Making 
Future Society a Reality

The core of the NRI Group’s think tank function, the Center 
for Strategic Management & Innovation, aims to be a 
“future-oriented think tank” that observes the increasingly 
unclear social and economic issues faced by Japan and 
the world from a perspective that looks into the future, and 
recommends / communicates a “prescription” for those 
issues based on scientific judgment.
 Members who possess a high level of expertise in each 
area propose a variety of measures to improve Japan’s 
competitiveness and resolve social issues while painting a 
picture of society’s future. In addition, we are implementing 
innovative initiatives that contribute to resolution of issues, 
while collaborating with global entities.

Increased Presence through Communication of 
Information on Accumulated Intellectual Property

We have increased the reliability of our ability to analyze 
and make recommendations and display our presence  
as a creator of future society by broadly communicating 
information on the results of our unique investigations and 
research activities in fields that include society, industry, 
daily living, and communities, through forums, etc. In the 
future as well, we will sensitively grasp changes in society 
and energetically pioneer new areas, while strategically 
utilizing as intellectual property the results of our activities.

Growth
Innovation

Gaining  
competitiveness / 
growth potential

Orientation of value utilization

Them
e d

om
ains

Sustainability
well-being

Social issue 
resolution

Data-analytics
Data-security

Digital utilization

Society, industry, infrastructure

 Research into the image of a digital society
 Research into the ideal nature of public ID / public DX and society
 Research into social infrastructure in a mature, carbon-free era

Daily living, employment, human resources

 Research into the systems of values and lifestyles of the general public
 Research into policy related to employment / human resources
 Digital human resources (data scientists) research

Region, city, country

  Research into local creation and local hubs (self-governed / independent 
metropolitan areas)
 Promotion of innovation programs
 Regional DX promotion, etc.

Komatsu Ltd
NTT Communications Corporation

Sony Semiconductor Solutions Corporation 
NRI

https://www.earthbrain.com/en/

EARTHBRAIN was launched to bring DX to the construction 
industry and dramatically improve safety, productivity, and 
environmental friendliness. NRI supports DX in the construction 
industry through development of solutions and providing 
services and expertise that utilize its insight in business model 
transformation through digitalization.

EARTHBRAIN 
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Capabilities that Support Business Development

The NRI Group’s outstanding business model and constantly evolving brands are supported by knowledge and processes that accu-
mulate the wisdom, experience, and know-how of individual human resources and transform them into “organizational knowledge.” 
Production innovation methods are important processes for supporting organizational strength. These methods are born from activi-
ties such as quality supervision (including periodic meetings of the Systems Development Committee) and continual innovation to 
enhance work. Through these important processes, NRI has accumulated knowledge that enhances organizational strength, such  
as many different consulting frameworks and various IT know-how and rules. These processes and knowledge are key elements of 
intellectual capital as the capabilities that support the development of business models and brands.

Initiatives for Improving the Quality of Information Systems  
Each division is responsible for quality management over system development, maintenance and operations, and consulting services 
projects. In addition, NRI has an organization that proposes and supports quality management activities for each division.
 In addition, work is under way to post all of the knowledge gathered at NRI on its internal website in order to share expertise and 
examples across the entire Company.

Project Support System for Improving the Quality of Information Systems

Information system  
Newly development project

Information system 
Enhancement project

Planning Development Release Operations / Improvements

System failures 
management

Enhancement innovation / 
Operational innovation

NRI-QMS
(quality management system)

Project supervision Risk management

Production innovation

NRI 
standard framework

Intellectual / Manufacturing Capital

Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

NRI’s Quality Management
We continually work to improve the quality of services, fully aware of our responsibility to deliver and operate information systems that 
serve as a key component of social infrastructure.

NRI’s Quality Management Framework

Management strategy 
planning

Planning and development  
of information systems

Maintenance and operation 
of information systems

Navigation Solution

Quality of information 
security

Quality of workplace 
environment

Quality of information 
system development Cloud service quality

Quality of systems in 
operation

Quality of data center 
operation
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Cloud Service Quality that Supports Social Infrastructure  
Cloud services communally used by large numbers of users serve the function of supporting social infrastructure. These services 
must be operated safely and securely.
 NRI sets standards internally based on guidelines issued by relevant agencies, performs risk assessments on a regular basis, and 
takes the appropriate measures. We also have independent organizations perform regular audits and evaluations of the operations of 
these services, and facilitate improvement processes to ensure that they remain highly regulated with good security.

Emphasis on Quality of Systems in Operation  
Operating and maintaining completed information systems of a high quality not only builds solid relationships with clients but also 
provides opportunities to improve and propose new solutions for the streamlining and further growth of clients’ businesses.
 For this reason, NRI refers to operations and maintenance projects as “enhancement projects,” which are assigned the same level 
of importance as projects to develop new information systems.

Production Innovation Initiatives
Since FY March 2011, NRI has held the Production Innovation Forum for 
each business division to share its initiatives related to productivity and quality 
improvements in a Company-wide manner, and to recognize innovative 
initiatives.
 We will continue to make endless improvements as a leader of the IT
services industry and foster a corporate culture of taking on new challenges.

The Production Innovation Forum award ceremony

Project Supervision Activities to 
Support the Quality of Information 
System Development
The Quality Management Division pro-
vides both supervisory and project man-
agement office functions for each 
individual division, when they develop a 
new information system. In addition to 
“project management” for project imple-
mentation and success, NRI has a “proj-
ect supervision” function to propose 
quality improvements, and to identify and 
resolve issues early on.
 To ensure that internal reviews are not 
merely process checks, committee mem-
bers gathered from each division enact a 
strict check through the system details, 
thus achieving a high level of quality.

Project Supervision Activities

Internal review system

P
roject

•  Project awareness

•  Monitoring via 
scheduled status 
reporting

•  Reviews, scheduled 
status meetings

•  Review of project 
deliverables

•  Assessing and 
developing counter-
measures regarding 
project status

Company-wide project 
monitoring activities

Department Design Committee / 
Internal project review

Division Design Committee

Senior Management 
Committee

Proposal and 
Estimate Review 

Meeting

System 
Development 

Meeting

System Release 
Meeting

Systems Development Committee

Project Management Activities as an Opportunity to Develop Human Resources
Project review meetings function as forums for the learning and growth not only of managers of projects that are being 
reviewed, but also of employees who participate as reviewers and employees who attend as project manager candidates.

Objective observations  
(food for thought) by other divisions, 

departments, and teams

 Even young, inexperienced PMs 
can handle risks

Evaluate many projects of other 
divisions, departments, and teams

 Grow further as PM human 
resources who can play an active 

role in multiple areas

Become Project Managers/PMO*/project administrators through experience as reviewers and attendance

* Project management office. At NRI, there are many cases in which former Project Managers enter the PMO and provide indirect support for new Project Managers.

Project 
Managers

Reviewers

Former Project Managers  
become reviewers
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Quality of Data Center Management that Supports Stable Operations  
The stable operation of information systems requires not only the quality of the information system itself but also the quality of the 
data center that operates and manages the information system. In order to ensure stable operation of information systems, and to 
provide safe and secure quality of services, NRI visualizes the risks related to data center services, conducting training for each type 
of issue that could be anticipated.
 It also conducts inspections that are interconnected with data center facilities. In respect to these efforts, NRI has obtained certifi-
cation from third-party review agencies.

Intellectual / Manufacturing Capital

Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Main Data centers

Tokyo Data Center 

Completion: 2012

Total floor area: 338,820m2

Reception capacity: 40,000KVA

[Kanto]

Yokohama Data Center 

Completion: 2007

Total floor area: 15,888m2

Reception capacity: 15,000KVA

Osaka Data Center 

Completion: 2016 

Total floor area: 15,000m2 

Reception capacity: 7,500KVA 

[Osaka]

Examples of Certifications and Assurances Acquired by NRI

• ISO9001 (Quality management system)

• ISO14001 (Environmental management system)

• ISO20000 (IT service management)

• ISO27001 (Information Security Management System)

• ISO27017 (Cloud services security)

• SOC 1/SOC 2 Report (Internal control assurance report)

• Uptime Institute M&O (Global certification standard for data center management prescribed by Uptime Institute)*

* Certification acquired for Tokyo Data Center I, Yokohama Data Center II, and Osaka Data Center II

SOC for Service Organizations  |  

Ser
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SOC
aicpa.org/soc4so

™

Safety and Security Forum
The stable operation of data centers is NRI’s social mission. As part of this 
mission, we hold a forum on the themes of safety and security every year. In 
FY March 2022, we invited Professor Masayuki Nakao of the University of 
Tokyo Graduate School of Engineering for a lecture on “The Science of 
Preventing Failure.” Professor Nakao conducts research on the science of 
failure analysis aimed at clarifying the causes of accidents and failure in 
companies.
 The forum served as an opportunity for employees to pledge to the stable 
operation of information systems, with lectures on safety by external experts 
centered around the concepts of thinking, learning, and not forgetting, and 
awards for excellent slogans on safety and security thought up by individual 
employees.

Masayuki Nakao
Professor 
Tokyo University Graduate School of Engineering
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Policies Relating to Information Security  
NRI and its Group companies declare that the NRI Group shall 
observe all applicable laws and ordinances and shall fully rec-
ognize the roles that companies offering information services 
should play. The NRI Group has established a framework of 
advanced information security management that can serve as a 
social model to enable its companies to continue to be worthy 
of client and public trust.

 Declaration of Information Security Measures
 https://www.nri.com/en/site/security_declare

Related Rules Concerning Information Security
In response to laws and regulations related to information  
security and the advance of information technologies, we 
establish or revise management rules as appropriate, including 
the Information Security Management Rules, Confidential 
Information Management Rules, Personal Information 
Management Rules, Specific Personal Information Management 
Rules, and Information Asset Management Rules.
 In addition, we have prepared operating procedures, guide-
lines, manuals, etc., for each of these management rules to 
ensure that consistent and effective information security man-
agement is conducted.

Information Security Management Structure
NRI has appointed a Chief Information Security Officer, who has 
developed a system of information security management for 
our organization as a whole. All business divisions and Group 
companies have appointed an information security manager 
and information security person-in-charge (PIC), who have 
developed a mesh structure that allows security measures to 
be undertaken on a cross-organizational basis. As well as fur-
thering the implementation of our information security policies, 
this structure will enable us to respond swiftly, accurately, and 
reliably in the event of cyberattacks and other security 
emergencies.
 The NRI Group contains specialist organizations that conduct 
surveys and research of the latest information technologies,  
as well as NRI SecureTechnologies, Ltd., (hereinafter, “NRI 
Secure”) that engages exclusively in information security  
business. We will draw on their technology, know-how, and 
knowledge when preparing and implementing our information 
security policies.
 We have appointed an information security manager and an 
information security PIC at each of our overseas and domestic 
Group companies, who are directing the development of an 
effective information security system and the drafting of an 
information security enhancement plan at their company. In 
addition, the NRI Group has set certain information security 
protection standards and engages in improvement drives 
designed to meet those standards.

Information Security Management Structure

NRI Workplace Services

NRI SecureTechnologies

Headquarters structure
(General Affairs Department, Legal and Intellectual 

Property Department, Corporate Planning Department 
(Integrated Risk Control Department), etc.)

Planning and Implementation

Practice

Information Security 
Promotion Committee
(Composed of directors and 

department managers, etc., of 
divisions that implement 

measures)

Chief Information  
Security Officer

In-department Information 
Security PIC

Division Information  
Security PIC

Employees

Person responsible  
for department

Person responsible  
for division

Review of information 
security activities

Support

Support

Security Management 
Department
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Education on Information Security
NRI conducts ongoing information security education to raise 
the awareness of information security, instill regulations, and 
improve the quality of security during design and development. 
In addition to conducting specific training tailored to the particular 
characteristics of our divisions and Group companies, we arrange 
training for our overseas offices that can be undertaken in 
English and/or Chinese. We also actively incorporate Group 
training and e-learning methods into our training programs.

NRI’s Handling of Personal Data (Including Individual 
Numbers)
NRI has a Personal Data Protection Statement, and it has 
made its Privacy Policy available to the public. In accordance 
with the Statement and Policy, our employees comply with  
the Act on the Protection of Personal Information Held by 
Administrative Organs; the Act on the Use of Numbers to 
Identify a Specific Individual in Administrative Procedures (the 
“My Number Act”); and other relevant laws and regulations.
 NRI demonstrates flexibility in its responses to changes 
demanded by the public, such as keeping abreast of rules and 
guidelines on the protection of personal information issued by 
regulatory authorities by the Personal Information Protection 
Commission.

Quality of Workplace Environment  
NRI promotes a multitude of initiatives to foster a workplace 
environment where employees can keep on working positively 
in good mental and physical health. The buildings for 
Headquarters, the Yokohama Center, and the Osaka Center 
have open layouts with no assigned seating, and common 
spaces such as meeting rooms. NRI is working to create better 
places to work through innovation in work styles and by recon-
ceptualizing the organizational atmosphere. Such efforts include 
the introduction of a framework for allowing project managers, 

and those in project supervisor departments, to grasp the 
overtime hours of project members. NRI is also continuously 
working on advancements in our work environments them-
selves. This includes digital solutions implemented starting in 
June 2020 that use in-house technologies to protect the health 
of visiting clients as well as employees of NRI and its partners 
by detecting body temperatures of visitors and avoiding the 
“Three C’s”—closed spaces, crowded places, and close con-
tact with people, in the office.

Personal Data Protection Statement
https://www.nri.com/en/site/security

Privacy Policy
https://www.nri.com/en/site/privacy

Response to Cyberattacks
NRI uses system-based defenses against cyberattacks, such 
as installing antivirus software and EDR*1, hard drive encryption, 
and installing different security measures (such as firewalls, 
WAF*2, and network behavior analysis technology*3). However, 
NRI is well aware that system responses alone are not enough 
for defense, and has therefore put in place a Computer Security 
Incident Response Team (CSIRT)*4.
 A CSIRT acts like a fire extinguisher, denying further success 
to any attack that does in fact strike a system. It collects, evalu-
ates, and shares vulnerability and attack information, and func-
tions as an organized, swift, and appropriate measure. We also 
conduct employee education and training related to targeted 
e-mail attacks.

*1  A solution that detects suspicious behavior on computers and servers (endpoints) and 
supports prompt response.

*2  Web Application Firewall: System for detecting or providing protection against attacks 
that take advantage of the vulnerabilities of web applications.

*3  Malware used in a phishing attack is often produced to target a specific company 
alone, which means general antivirus software may not be able to detect and eliminate 
the attack. NBA technology works by running software suspected of being malware in 
a highly restricted environment called a “sandbox.” Checks are then made to see 
whether the software is engaging in behavior such as information exploitation or 
preparatory activity to that end, and if it is, it is eliminated.

*4  Computer Security Incident Response Team: This is the entity (a team) that takes the 
appropriate response when it receives notice of a computer security incident. 
Alternatively, CSIRT refers to the functions of that entity.

Intellectual / Manufacturing Capital

Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

NRI Secure Recognized as an Information Security Market Leader by Research Firms in Japan and Overseas

As part of the “Best Practice Award” released by the major U.S. research and consulting firm  
Frost & Sullivan Inc., NRI Secure was named the “Japan Managed Security Service Provider of  
the Year,” the top award in the Managed Security Services category, for the fifth year in a row. 
Furthermore, NRI was introduced as one of the representative global vendors in reports published 
by U.S.-based Forrester Research related to managed security services providers and fraud man-
agement solutions.

Received the 2021 Japan Managed Security Service 
Provider of the Year award from Frost & Sullivan
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Cooperation with Stakeholders
NRI values connections with clients, employees and their family members, shareholders, investors, and business partners, 
which include a wide range of entities composed of general consumers, media, local communities, industry associations and 
competitors, government agencies, education/research institutions, students, and NGOs / NPOs.

Dialogue with Experts

Each year since FY March 2011, NRI has engaged in dialogue with outside experts in order to understand trends in global sustain-
ability and reflect that knowledge in management strategy and risk management. The 10th Dialogue with Experts was held on 
November 19, 2021. We exchanged opinions with three experts, mainly regarding “positioning of sustainability in the Medium-Term 
Management Plan,” “promotion of diversity,” and “ESG trends.”

Positioning of Sustainability in the Medium-Term 
Management Plan

Mizuguchi: In order to position sustainability in manage-
ment strategy, it is important to reduce negative impact 
and increase positive impact. In regard to negative 
impact, it is believed that efforts to make data centers 
carbon-free are necessary. It appears that the transition to 
renewable energy is proceeding, but setting and promot-
ing a more aggressive target is likely a good idea.
 As for positive impact, it would probably be best to 
disclose detailed information on which departments are to 
work toward “achievement of social paradigm reform” and 
which approach is to be used. Pushing the Company’s 
perspective as a think tank to the forefront and making 
recommendations about the orientation of society will 
likely become one positioning of sustainability in NRI.

Onozuka: As an investor, I expect the Company to have a 
sustainability narrative that is suited to the financial growth 
strategy through increasing ROE or further global deploy-
ment. I believe that this requires the Company to talk to 
each stakeholder about what issues exist, what the time-
line for providing value will be, and so on.
 
 
Link between Sustainability Performance and 
Director Compensation

Onozuka: IT companies in Europe use the results of 
employee engagement when determining the amount of 
compensation for Members of the Board. Investors 
believe that it is better to link Member of the Board com-
pensation to indicators that lead to substantial corporate 
value rather than simply having specific indicators be 
elements of determining compensation.

Mizuguchi: We’re not talking about simply connecting 
sustainability indicators to compensation, but we’re saying 
that having a narrative in which the Board of Directors 
makes a commitment and integrates it into strategy is 
really what gives meaning ultimately to linking it to com-
pensation. The important point is not just compensation, 
but what the Board of Directors commits to.
 

Method of Procuring Renewable Energy

Hibi: From the perspective of NRI being able to co-create 
social value as well, I believe that it is necessary to pro-
cure renewable energy that has additionality.* Even if NRI 
procures renewable energy that has additionality,
the social impact may not be that significant in terms of 
the amount of consumption. However, I believe that it is 
very significant as the ability to communicate information. 
Japan is behind in the context of the world, but NRI 
should take the lead in Japan.

*  Having the effect of encouraging investment that generates new renewable 
energy

NRI: In light of what you have said, we would like to work 
toward expanding themes aimed at social issues in our 
research and development. Further, in addition to continu-
ing discussion of the ideal nature of sustainability policy in 
the future, we will continue to consider the possibility of 
procuring renewable energy in a better form, while moni-
toring market trends and revisions of systems.

CSR Dialogue FY March 2022
https://www.nri.com/en/sustainability/management/dialogue/2021/dialogue

Tsuyoshi 
Mizuguchi 
Vice Chairman of  
Takasaki City University of 
Economics

Emi Onozuka
Chief Operations Officer, 
Japan Catalyst, Inc 
(Monex Group)

Yasushi Hibi
Vice President, Asia Policy 
and Managing Director, 
CONSERVATION 
INTERNATIONAL-JAPAN

(Affiliation and position as of November 2021)

Social and Relationship Capital
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Social and Relationship Capital

Cooperation with Clients

NRI engages in sincere business activities for its clients and 
strives to deliver services that are satisfactory and in confor-
mity with client agreements.

Comprehensive deliberation on new contracts
In response to business contract requests from clients, we 
decide to accept them by conducting examinations. We 
make our final decision after thoroughly considering the 
fiduciary duty on quality and delivered date, as well as legal, 
ethical, and operational risks for the contract.

Client satisfaction surveys
NRI conducts client satisfaction surveys for each project 
and has clients evaluate the entire project. We also obtain 
specific feedback from clients on our proposal-making skills 
and incident management procedures.
 The Quality Management Department compiles and ana-
lyzes overall trends through the results from the survey. It 
also provides the departments in charge of the project with 
feedback from the surveys and implements measures to 
follow up on the feedback and enhance service quality, 
leveraging the data to improve the service quality.

The Main Items for Deliberation on New Contracts

  Credit screening tapping into information from research firms

  Project-by-project deliberation at the Senior Management 
Committee and each division meeting

  Comprehensive assessment on the future potential, growth 
potential, and social effects of the business
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Results of the Client Satisfaction Survey (non-consolidated)
Percentage that responded “Satisfied” or “Moderately satisfied”
(Total for top two items on five-grade scale)
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The investigation targets all business units. Clients and project services that will be the 
target of the investigation are selected for each business unit based on set criteria.

Cooperation with Business Partners 

NRI’s operations are based on cooperation with its business partners, such as 
external contractors and suppliers. Accordingly, NRI has a fundamental policy of 
building business relationships that are mutually beneficial, as well as obey sound 
business practices and laws.

 NRI Group Procurement Policy
 https://www.nri.com/jp/company/partner

 When an NRI system development project is contracted out to a business part-
ner, it should be assessed comprehensively with respect to its technological capa-
bility, quality, delivery date, cost of products and services, staffing and platform, 
financial condition, compliance, and efforts on information security management. 
Overseas business partners should also be screened under laws such as the 
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act.
 The number of employees involved in business at NRI’s business partners 
stands at approximately 13,000, about half of which are permanently stationed in 
NRI offices or currently working from home.
 To continue the appropriate contract services, we formulated the Guidelines 
Relating to Contract Work. Moreover, we separate the work sites of business 
partner employees under a contract service agreement from the work site of NRI 
employees, preventing a practice of falsified contract service in which an NRI 
employee directly issues instructions and orders to a business partner employee. 
We annually conduct the required self-inspections.

Hosting of Partner Sustainability 
Dialogues

NRI holds annual sustainability 
workshops with its business part-
ners to share information and 
exchange opinions about sustain-
ability activities. The dialogue was 
held online for the first time in 
January 2021. There was participa-
tion by a record 67 business part-
ners, a testimony of their strong 
interest in sustainability activities.

Dialogue with business partners  
regarding the ideal nature of cooperation 
in sustainability activities
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Active Dialogues with Shareholders and Investors

With the aim of expanding our shareholder and investor base, we are pro-
moting better understanding of our business activities and strategies for 
growth through direct and indirect communication. The following principal 
activities were implemented during FY March 2022:

For 
shareholders

  Shareholder questionnaire: Number of respondents: 5,217 
(Number sent: 21,149 shareholders / Collection rate: 24.7%)

For institutional 
investors and 
analysts

  Number of investors met: 785 persons
  Domestic:  In addition to results briefing sessions for each quarter and 

individual interviews, held small meetings with management, 
ESG briefings, Business Information Sessions, etc.

  Overseas:  Online roadshows and online conferences

For individual 
investors

  Individual investor information meeting: two were held (Online)
  Number of attendees: 2,307 persons

Measures Aimed at Ensuring a Meaningful General Meeting of Shareholders

To energize the General Meeting of Shareholders and ensure that voting rights are exercised, we perform the following 
procedures:

Information Disclosure and Communication
NRI is committed to gain the trust of shareholders and investors through constructive dialogue, and to receive an appropriate 
evaluation from capital markets. For these reasons, taking fair disclosure as our fundamental policy, we are working to promote 
understanding of both our business and our medium- to long-term strategies for growth, and to expand our shareholder and 
investor base.

  Set the date of the General Meeting of Shareholders on a 
day where such meetings are not concentrated. 
  In addition to sending out individual notices of convoca-
tion of a General Meeting of Shareholders earlier, post the 
notice on the NRI and Tokyo Stock Exchange websites 
prior to sending the individual notices. This effort allows 
shareholders to have sufficient time to consider the pro-
posed resolutions for the meeting 
  The 57th Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders: 

Notice released on May 21 Meeting held on June 17 
(Notice about one month before)

  Send out a notice of convocation of a General Meeting of 
Shareholders electronically to shareholders consenting to 
such procedure

  Deliver a notice of convocation of a General Meeting of 
Shareholders in English (summary)

  Provide an opportunity to exercise voting rights by using 
the Internet system run by a trust bank (a shareholder 
register administrator)

  Provide an opportunity to exercise voting rights by using 
the Voting Rights Electronic Exercise Platform, run by  
ICJ, Inc.

  Hold a Management Reporting Session for shareholders 
after the conclusion of the General Meeting of 
Shareholders

Hosting of ESG Briefings 

We host “ESG briefings” to help investors, 
analysts, and the media gain an under-
standing of NRI’s sustainability manage-
ment and specific efforts regarding ESG. 
The February 2022 briefing welcomed 96 
participants. 

 ESG briefings
  https://www.nri.com/en/sustainability/

management/esg/2018

Providing Appropriate Information Disclosure 

In order to achieve accountability to shareholders, investors, 
and other stakeholders, NRI is striving to enhance the level 
of information disclosure and the timely disclosure of infor-
mation through activities including those below:
  Disclosed the Long-Term Management Vision and the 
Medium-Term Management Plan (mid-and long-term 
management strategy and numerical targets, etc.)
  Established the Disclosure Committee, which checks the 
preparing process for, and appropriateness of, disclosed 
materials
  Published our financial results and latest information 
promptly under the Investor Relations section on our 
website
  Provided a dedicated website for individual investors to 
enhance information disclosure and understandability  
and clarity

External Evaluation of NRI

2021 Award for Excellence in Corporate Disclosure
∙ IT Service / Software Industries
∙  Disclosure to Individual Investors 
(The Securities Analysts Association of Japan)
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Natural Capital

Reduction of Environmental Impact for Preserving Global Environment
One of the key issues (materiality) for sustainable growth raised by the NRI Group is environmental impact reduction for 
preserving the global environment. NRI recognizes that planet-wide environmental issues, including climate change and 
environmental pollution, are global issues. As a company that provides consulting and IT solution services, we will lever-
age our creativity and technological capabilities to work with all stakeholders and contribute to the realization of a sus-
tainable future. Furthermore, during business activities by the NRI Group, all officers and employees of the Group strive 
to reduce the environmental impact.

NRI Group’s Environmental Targets

SBT1.5ºC Target
(Set in February 2021)

New Target*1

(Set in February 2022)

Category*2 Target for FY Mar. 2031 Target for FY Mar. 2031

Scope 1+2 ·  Reduce greenhouse gas emissions at the NRI Group by 72% 
(compared with FY March 2014)

· Achieve a renewable energy usage rate of 70% at data enters
·  Reduce greenhouse gas emissions at the NRI Group to zero*2

·  Achieve a renewable energy usage rate of 100% at the NRI 
Group

Target for FY Mar. 2051

·  Reduce greenhouse gas emissions at the NRI Group to zero
·  Achieve a renewable energy usage rate of 100% at the NRI 
Group

Scope 3 Target for FY Mar. 2024

·  70% or more of NRI Group suppliers and vendors will set science-based target for reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Categories 
1, 2 and 11)

Target for FY Mar. 2031

 ·  Reduce greenhouse gas emissions related to employee travel and commuting (Categories 6 and 7) by 25%

*1  The new target is scheduled to acquire SBT certification in accordance with the future standards of the SBT initiative.
*2  Regarding Scope 1 emissions, we will consider measures based on future SBTi guidelines and technology trends. 

Scope: Target scope of calculation/reporting for greenhouse gas emissions by corporations 
Scope 1: Direct emissions through combustion of fuel, etc. 
Scope 2: Indirect emissions through use of electricity, heat, steam, etc. 
Scope 3: Indirect greenhouse gas emissions other than Scopes 1 and 2. Manufacturing in the supply chain, commuting by employees, business travel, etc.

Environmental Targets

In May 2020, NRI committed to Business Ambition for 1.5˚C, 
in response to the mounting sense of crisis related to global 
climate change. In February 2021, NRI set a greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction target that aimed to limit global tempera-
ture rise to 1.5˚C from preindustrial revolution levels. 
 The target has been certified by SBTi* as a 1.5˚C target. 
To achieve this target, NRI joined RE100 in February 2019. 
Afterwards, in FY March 2022, we switched the electricity used 
at our main data centers to renewable energy sources. As a 
result of these efforts, we expect to achieve the SBT 1.5°C 
target for FY March 2031 that we set in February 2021 by 

FY March 2022, which is nine years ahead of schedule. 
Therefore, we set new targets in February 2022 for reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions.
*  SBTi: An initiative to promote the setting of science-based targets for reducing green-

house gas emissions by companies in order to control the increase in global temperature 
below 2˚C from preindustrial revolution levels. The initiative was established by four 
organizations: CDP, which is a federation of institutional investors promoting disclosure 
on climate-change countermeasures, the UN Global Compact (UNGC), the World 
Resources Institute (WRI), and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF).

 Science Based Targets website
 https://sciencebasedtargets.org/

Actual Greenhouse Gas Emissions

From FY March 2016, NRI has been relocating and consolidat-
ing operations into data centers and offices with high environ-
mental performance. As a result, the NRI Group’s greenhouse 
gas emissions (Scope 1+2) in FY March 2022 were 30,000 
tons, which was a reduction of about 72% from FY March 
2014. Going forward, we will engage in the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions by promoting renewable energy 
procurement in addition to our conventional energy 
conservation measures. 
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Implementation of Environmental Management System

NRI has acquired ISO14001 certification, an international 
 standard on environmental management systems (EMS), for its 
data centers, which are the main source of CO2 emissions. 
Furthermore, NRI-EMS, an environmental management system 
unique to NRI, has been introduced at key NRI offices. Starting 
with implementations of NRI-EMS at offices in China in FY 
March 2019, we will be implementing the system at more 
worldwide offices going forward.

Progress in Renewable Energy Procurement

Because 90% of the NRI Group’s greenhouse gas emissions 
arise from the use of electricity, we are sequentially promoting 
a switchover to the use in business of electrical power derived 
from renewable energy. As for our offices, thanks to efforts 
such as the lobbying of building owners, a switchover from 
FY March 2022 to the use of electricity derived from renewable 
energy has been decided at some offices. Meanwhile, at our 

overseas bases, we achieved net-zero greenhouse gas emis-
sions in three regions—China, the U.S., and Australia—by 
purchasing renewable energy certificates. To achieve our target 
of making the renewable energy utilization rate by our data 
centers 70% by FY March 2031, we launched a Company-wide 
decarbonization project in February 2021.

Target Scope for Environmental Management System  
(based on CO2 emissions)

EMS 
coverage ratio: 

85.9%
(FY Mar. 2022) Data centers  

(with ISO14001)
61.5%

Domestic offices 
(with NRI-EMS)
24.0%

Overseas offices 
(with NRI-EMS)
0.4%

Domestic offices (not yet 
implementing NRI-EMS)
12.6%

Overseas offices (not yet 
implementing NRI-EMS)
1.5%

Reduction of Client(s) Greenhouse Gases Through Shared Online Services

Through the services we provide, the NRI Group contributes to 
the decarbonization of our client companies.
 The NRI Group provides a large number of shared online 
services in which many client companies jointly use information 
systems running at NRI’s data centers. Using shared online 
services makes it possible to significantly reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions compared to when each client company devel-
ops and operates an equivalent information system in-house. 
NRI estimates that it is possible to reduce clients’ greenhouse 
gas emissions by 73.9% through the use of shared online 
services.

CO2 Reduction Effects via Shared Online Service

Reduced by  
73.9%

When clients 
develop and 

operate systems 
individually

When clients use 
shared online 

services
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Promotion of Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the Supply Chain (Scope 3)

The NRI Group is moving forward with efforts toward Scope 3 
emission reduction, mainly through dialogue with major busi-
ness partners and disclosure of information.
 Each January, we host sustainability dialogue sessions to 
provide a forum for learning about and discussing sustainability 
with our partner companies. At that time, we introduce the NRI 
Group Environmental Policy and efforts to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. During this dialogue, we also ask our business 
partners to set targets for reduction of greenhouse gas emis-
sions. In FY March 2022, the international climate NGO CDP* 
provided us with an explanation of how to set environmental 
targets. In addition, starting in FY March 2022, we have partici-
pated in the “CDP Supply Chain Program,” with the aim of 
understanding greenhouse gas emissions in the supply chain 

and considering ways to reduce them. Along with encouraging 
our business partners to disclose information related to climate 
change, we are working to understand and identify the emis-
sions generated by the products and services that NRI uses.

*  CDP: A non-profit organization mainly involved in asking companies and local govern-
ments, at the request of highly environmentally aware institutional investors around the 
world and major purchasing companies, to disclose information about their measures to 
address environmental problems such as climate change, safeguarding water resources, 
and protecting forests, and through that, encouraging them to put such measures into 
place. CDP is an information disclosure platform that currently provides the world's most 
beneficial information pertaining to environmental problems.

 CDP website
 https://www.cdp.net/en

ESG Training for Employees

We believe that spreading the NRI Group’s sustainability policy 
to each officer and employee, and having them engage in their 
daily duties with an awareness of the key issues for sustainable 
growth is of importance in the implementation of sustainability 
efforts. To enable this, we opened our intranet ESG Site as a 
means to build awareness and familiarize employees with the 
necessary knowledge and wisdom, including those matters 
that need to be observed. Through the ESG Site, employees 
can learn about the global tides related to ESG from each of 
the themes—Environmental, Social, and Governance. What is 
more, employees can also learn about and deepen their under-
standing of the sustainability activities that the NRI Group is 
engaged in.

External Recognition

For the third year in a row following FY March 2020, NRI was 
selected, through the climate change survey carried out by the 
international non-profit organization CDP, as a Climate Change 
‘A List’ company, which is the CDP’s highest level of recogni-
tion. We believe that NRI was recognized for its strategy, initia-
tives, and information disclosure pertaining to climate change. 
 NRI’s initiatives to address climate change in its supply chain 
were also recognized for the third year in a row in February 
2020 by selection to the Supplier Engagement Leaderboard—
the highest rating assigned to companies in the Supplier 
Engagement Ratings by the CDP.

2021

SUPPLIER
ENGAGEMENT

LEADER

Natural Capital
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Initiatives Regarding the TCFD Final Report

NRI’s Initiatives Regarding the TCFD Final Report

The NRI Group established our Sustainability Activities 
Committee to carry out initiatives a foundation upholding value 
co-creation in sustainability management by implementing 
initiatives related to sustainability management.
 Because we consume a large amount of electric power—
mainly at our data centers—the NRI Group acknowledges the 
importance of the effect electricity usage has on the climate. 
We announced that the NRI Group endorses the TCFD*1 Final 
Report in July 2018, and we are appropriately disclosing infor-
mation based on the TCFD framework. Repeated discussions 
are being held in the Sustainability Activities Committee 

together with experts from the consulting business division, and 
in FY 2018 we began publicly releasing information about our 
progress at the annual ESG Briefing*2.
 In FY 2018, we identified risks and opportunities throughout 
the NRI Group’s overall business. In FY 2019, we conducted a 
scenario analysis for the data center business (which is vulner-
able to the impacts of climate change) and calculated the finan-
cial impacts. Since FY 2020, targeting a different business 
every year, we have been conducting a scenario analysis to 
calculate the financial impact on each profit center.

FY March 2019 FY March 2020 FY March 2021 & FY March 2022

Implementation 
details

Study the scenarios and identify risks /
opportunities 
•  Identifying the risks and opportunities 

for the 2ºC and 4ºC scenarios

Scenario analysis for businesses vulner-
able to climate change 
•  Calculating financial impact

Scenario analysis for profit center
• Calculating financial Impact

Target 
business

Consulting Consulting

Financial IT Solutions
Asset Management Solutions

Securities Solutions

Industrial IT Solutions Report target for FY March 2022

Data Centers Data Centers

TCFD Scenario Analysis Implementation Status 

Anticipated Impacts on Our Businesses (Opportunities and Risks)

After declaring our support for the TCFD Final Report, we 
established the scope of our investigations in FY 2018, the first 
fiscal year. We defined and identified scenarios*3: a “2°C or 
lower scenario,” in which the temperature increase is kept 
below 2°C according to the Paris Agreement, and a “4°C sce-
nario,” in which no measures are implemented besides those 

expected at present. We identified the impacts in these sce-
narios on the Consulting, Financial IT Solutions, Industrial IT 
Solutions, and Data Center businesses. Subsequently, in light 
of trends in society, we revised the scenario of less than 2°C to 
a scenario of 1.5°C.

Business Field 1.5ºC or lower scenario 4ºC scenario

Consulting +
The demand for client corporations to make changes 
leading to decarbonization will increase demand for NRI’s 
knowledge and solutions related to sustainability.

–

There is the risk that intensified natural disasters envisioned 
in the 4ºC scenario will cause stagnation of the macro 
economy, hurt the profitability of clients, and impact busi-
ness sales.

Financial IT 
Solutions

+

Compared to independent system development by indi-
vidual corporations, NRI’s shared online services will enable 
significant reduction in power consumption, CO2 emissions, 
and cost. Furthermore, demand can be increased by raising 
the renewable energy usage rate aimed at achieving RE100.

–

If the profitability of financial institutions decreases due to 
climate change becoming a factor in asset damage and 
long-term stagnation of the macro economy, there is the risk 
of impact on demand for provided services.

Industrial IT 
Solutions

+

Support for increasing the efficiency of the supply chain and 
distribution processes will contribute to low carbonization. 
The advancement of related initiatives in the future will 
create opportunities for increasing demand.

+
NRI believes that providing a cloud-based system will 
minimize damage in the event of a natural disaster, thereby 
limiting the risk to our customers.

Data Centers +

By FY March 2050, we seek to establish carbon-free data 
centers which use renewable energy for all electric power. 
We believe that these data centers will create increased 
demand in conjunction with increased environmental aware-
ness among our clients.

+

The risk of business stoppage is reduced by considering 
natural disasters when selecting locations, as well as by 
implementing a mutual backup system using multiple data 
centers. This creates opportunities for increasing demand. 

–

There is the risk of increased expenses such as equipment 
maintenance / renewal expenses and cooling expenses due to 
power malfunctions caused by natural disasters, and due to an 
increase in days on which the temperature exceeds 30ºC.

+ Opportunity – Risk
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Scenario Analysis for the Capital Markets & Wealth Management Solution Business

In FY March 2022, we conducted a scenario analysis for the 
Capital Markets & Wealth Management Solution business, 
which is part of the Financial IT Solutions business.

[Business model analysis]
To identify risks and opportunities in the Capital Markets & 
Wealth Management Solution business, we first conducted a 
business model analysis for the same. The services provided by 
the Capital Markets & Wealth Management Solution business 
are broadly classified into ASP (Shared Online Services) and SI 
(System Integration). We surveyed the relationships between 

these services and the variation factors of sales, likely to be 
affected by climate change events. The below illustration dem-
onstrates these relationships. 
 Within ASP services, we identified that sales variation factors 
differ between wholesale and retail. We learned, that “number 
of transactions” and “number of functions used per client” 
hugely impact wholesale. While for retail, in addition to these, 
“share price, asset balance, and revenue from securities firms” 
are the most important factors. On the other hand, for SI ser-
vices, “number of contracts” is the variable affecting sales.

Variation factors of sales expected to be affected by climate-related events

Number of 
transactions

Share price, asset 
balance & brokerage 

firm revenue
Number of contracts Number of functions 

utilized per customer

Shared online 
services  

(STAR, I-STAR)

Wholesale •  Combination of fixed and usage-based pricing
•  Fixed:Usage-based=4:6

Retail
•  Combination of fixed and usage-based pricing 

(Fixed:Usage-based=6:4)
•  Transaction oriented standard system

SI •  NRI develops as per client’s needs with specifications 
determined by the client

Variation Factors of Sales and Business for Capital Markets & 
Wealth Management Business (Figure 1)

Risk and Opportunity Analysis
We then conducted a risk / opportunity analysis. We surveyed impacts on our services and potential changes in the external environ-
ment in response to climate-related events, and analyzed whether these posed risks or opportunities for NRI. The results are shown 
in the Figure 2.

 Opportunity  Risk  Can be an opportunity / riskRisk and Opportunities for Capital Markets & Wealth Management Solution Business (Figure 2)

Climate-related events Anticipated changes Risk / 
Opportunity

Related business (sales 
& expenses)

(1)

Introduction and strengthening 
of transition policies, such as 
carbon pricing (carbon tax), 
etc.

Changes in the corporate competitiveness and corporate value affect the 
asset balances

Shared online services 
for retail

(2) Introduction of carbon pricing 
(carbon tax, etc.)

Increased costs of servers and other equipment as a result of higher utility 
costs due to carbon pricing

Shared online services 
(NRI internal costs)

(3)

Market reform (related to 
sustainable finance), more 
pressure/demand for an 
environmentally conscious 
behavior

Sustainability linked market reforms (e.g. classification, tax incentives, etc.) 
and increasing environmental consciousness will lead to more sustainable 
investments by individual investors

Shared online services 
(number of transac-
tions, brokerage firm 
revenue), SI

(4)

Changes in trading terms and 
conditions and increased 
pressure and demand for 
environmentally conscious 
behavior

The ratio of renewable energy utilization will be introduced under the terms 
and conditions of a transaction

— 
(No impact)

Shared online services, SI

(5)

Changes in trading terms and 
conditions and increased 
pressure and demand for 
environmentally conscious 
behavior

In response to the introduction of renewable energy percentage to be 
utilized in a transaction, procuring renewable energy can partially increase 
costs. However, it can be controlled if the renewable energy cost is 
reduced

Shared online services, 
SI (NRI internal costs)

(6) Escalating natural disasters
Market trading suspension due to severe natural disasters (On the other 
hand, creating a competitive advantage by developing countermeasures 
better than others)

Shared online services

(7) Escalating natural disasters As a countermeasure to the severe natural disasters, a response to 
wide-area damage is necessary

Shared online services 
(NRI internal costs)

(8) Escalating natural disasters 
and changing weather patterns

Increased costs as a result of offshore development being replaced with 
domestic alternatives due to the severity of natural disasters.
Increase in manpower costs due to higher resource prices, etc.

Shared online services, 
SI (NRI internal costs)

Natural Capital
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[Calculating Financial Impact]
Next, we predicted how variation factors of profit would change based on the anticipated changes and calculated financial impacts 
for each climate-related event. The below illustration shows the calculation methods used. We predicted the anticipated changes 
from climate change events and derived a method for calculating the financial impact.

Method for Calculating Financial Impact for Capital Markets & Wealth Management Solution Business (Figure 3)

 Within the climate-related events, blue represents “transition risk” 
which indicates the economic and social transition due to climate 
change, while orange is for “physical risk” indicating the physical 
change caused by climate change.
 With regard to “transition risk,” we determined that a likely 
increase in utility and equipment (such as servers) costs to sustain 
and manage the service due to the adoption of carbon pricing 
(including a carbon tax) would pose a significant risk to NRI’s  
ASP services.

 On the other hand, we believe market reforms, such as sustain-
ability bond market classification, sustainability ranking of companies, 
and increased pressure/demand to be environmentally-conscious, 
will create opportunities for NRI’s securities services with more 
individual investors focusing on sustainable investments.
 With regard to “physical risk,” we determined that the risk is high 
for society as a whole, including NRI, because the entire macro 
economy will come to a halt or stagnate.

Climate-related events Summary of anticipated changes Analysis methods (impact and incidence)

(1)

Introduction and strengthen-
ing of transition policies, such 
as carbon pricing (carbon 
tax), etc.

Impact of carbon pricing, etc.  
(Share prices)

Impact on share prices is estimated on the basis of the GPIF report, by 
utilizing the rate of fluctuations and estimating the impact on NRI after 
estimating the brokerage firm’s revenue

(2) Introduction of carbon pricing 
(carbon tax, etc.)

Impact of carbon pricing 
(Procurement)

As estimated impact of the expected increase in electricity prices in Data 
Centers in case of a carbon tax introduction

(3)

Market reform (related to 
sustainable finance), more 
pressure/demand for an 
environmentally conscious 
behavior

Impact of increased private invest-
ment (Share prices)

The impact on NRI is estimated based on the expected increase in the 
share price as a percentage of the market value of sustainable invest-
ments by individuals

(4)

Changes in trading terms and 
conditions and increased 
pressure and demand for 
environmentally conscious 
behavior

Impact of renewable energy procure-
ment (Procurement)

Assuming that we can retain our clients by introducing renewable energy 
in line with the existing targets (i.e., License to operate). The impact is 
estimated on the anticipated increase in electricity prices

(5)

Changes in trading terms and 
conditions and increased 
pressure and demand for 
environmentally conscious 
behavior

(6) Escalating natural disasters

Impact of natural disasters (Share 
prices)

Estimated based on the GPIF report taking into account the rate of 
fluctuation in physical impacts

Impact of natural disaster (Trading 
suspension) Estimated based on the impact of a 1-2 day trading suspension

(7) Escalating natural disasters Impact of wide-area disaster 
response Considering the degree of fluctuation in cost based on existing cost data

(8)
Escalating natural disasters 
and changing weather 
patterns

Impact of offshore development 
shutdown (Manpower cost)

Estimated based on a 10% to 20% of offshore production shutdown, and 
the cost to substitute that domestically

(1)  The adoption and strengthening of policies for 
transitioning to carbon price (carbon tax, etc.) 
were estimated to have an impact on NRI 
through the profits of securities firms due to 
fluctuations in share prices.

(2)  Since it is expected that electricity price will 
rise if a carbon tax is adopted, we are looking 
at the impact in terms of cost increase for NRI 
due to the increase in electricity prices.

(3)  For market reform (sustainable finance-
related) and increasing pressure and demand 
for environmentally-conscious behavior, we 
believe that expanding sustainable investment 
to individual investors will become an oppor-
tunity for NRI. We used the Fermi estimation 
to predict the increase in sustainable invest-
ment and estimated the impact on NRI. 

(4)  Changes in trading terms and conditions and 
increased pressure and demand for environ-
mentally-conscious behavior anticipate that 
renewable energy will become more prevalent 
and that use of renewable energy will be 
introduced into the trading terms and condi-
tions with clients. Based on the assumption 
that NRI can maintain business with clients by 
adopting renewable energy as targeted, we 
estimate the cost impact of switching to 
renewable energy compared to existing 
electricity.

(6)  Assuming that the market would be sus-
pended due to a natural disaster, we esti-
mated the decrease in sales, etc. that would 
occur if trading were to be suspended for one 
or two days.

(7)  The cost of responding to widespread 
damage caused by intensifying natural  
disasters in estimated with reference to 
existing data.

(8)  It is assumed that overseas development will 
be suspended due to intensifying natural 
disasters and that development will be 
domestically substituted. We are looking at 
the cost impact of substituting in Japan if 
overseas development were to cease opera-
tions by 10%–20%.

(5) 
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Mechanisms for Supporting Value Creation

Financial Impact for Capital Markets & Wealth Management Solution Business (Figure 4)

Figure 4 shows the impact on sales and expenses due to antic-
ipated changes (1) through (8) in the Figure 3 by range of 
effects in the 1.5°C and 3°C to 4°C scenarios, respectively.
 The blue graph on the left depicts the impact on sales. The 
impact of carbon price on share prices is calculated by the 
GPIF in the form of value-at-risk, which is the impact of climate 
change on share prices. According to this, in the 1.5°C value-
at-risk case, opportunity is high and the share price is expected 
to rise by about 25%, and NRI’s sales increase rate is estimated 
to be high, through securities firms’ profits. The physical impact 
from natural disasters is limited. It is estimated that the 1.5°C 
scenario and even the 3°C–4°C scenario could result in 
negative sales of about 3% and 5%, respectively.

 The yellow graph on the right depicts the cost-related 
impact, and the positive portion represents a cost increase for 
NRI. The impact of carbon price and renewable energy pro-
curement is not expected to lead to significant cost increases. 
The impact of natural disasters is expected to be greater than 
other expenses such as the cost of repairing facilities, etc., in 
response to wide-area disasters, and higher labor costs due to 
the suspension of overseas development (offshore develop-
ment) and the substitution of such development in Japan.

*1  TCFD: The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) was established by the Financial Stability Board, whose members include ministries of finance, financial regulatory 
agencies, and central bank governors from 25 major nations around the world. TCFD recommends that corporations disclose climate-related financial information, in formats such as 
major annual reports, so investors can make suitable investment decisions. TCFD asks that these reports disclose information on four themes about the risks that climate change poses to 
corporations, including governance, strategy, and risk management.

*2  ESG Briefing: The NRI Group holds its ESG Briefing so investors, analysts, and members of the media can understand our sustainability management and specific ESG-related initiatives. 
Refer to the website (https://www.nri.com/en/sustainability/management/esg/2018)

*3  Scenario: We are striving to conduct scenario analyses (analyses on how climate change could affect our business in the future) as recommend by TCFD. Regarding the 2°C or lower 
scenario and 1.5°C scenarios, the NRI Group utilizes the Sustainable Development Scenario in the World Energy Outlook 2018 released by the International Energy Agency (IEA) and 
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 2.6 (low, stable scenario) from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). In addition, as necessary, we utilize RCP 1.9 and use 
IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C (SR1.5) as a supplement. For the 4°C scenario, we use the IPCC’s RCP8.5 (high reference scenario) and IEA Stated 
Policies Scenario (STEPS).

Natural Capital
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Participation in Initiatives

Status of Inclusion at Equities in ESG Stock Indices

*  THE INCLUSION OF Nomura Research Institute, Ltd IN ANY MSCI INDEX, AND THE USE OF MSCI LOGOS, TRADEMARKS, SERVICE MARKS OR INDEX NAMES HEREIN, DO NOT 
CONSTITUTE A SPONSORSHIP, ENDORSEMENT OR PROMOTION OF Nomura Research Institute, Ltd BY MSCI OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES. THE MSCI INDEXES ARE THE EXCLUSIVE 
PROPERTY OF MSCI. MSCI AND THE MSCI INDEX NAMES AND LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS OR SERVICE MARKS OF MSCI OR ITS AFFILIATES.

NRI is included in the equities used for the main ESG stock indexes.

May 2017
United Nations Global Compact
NRI is active both in Japan and on a global scale. To continue to gain trust from society and meet expectations,  
NRI endorsed the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) and announced its participation in May 2017.

Dow Jones Sustainability World Index
Included for four consecutive years from 2018
Dow Jones Sustainability Asia Pacific Index
Included for six consecutive years from 2016

MSCI Japan ESG Select Leaders Index*

MSCI Japan Empowering Women Index*

FSTE Blossom Japan Sector Relative Index

FTSE Blossom  
Japan Index

S&P/JPX Carbon Efficient Index

NRI has been included in all five ESG stock indices selected by the GPIF for 
domestic stocks from the very beginning.

MSCI ESG Leaders Indexes*
Name of indexes changed from MSCI Global Sustainability Indexes 
Included for six consecutive years from 2006

FTSE4Good Developed Index
Included for sixteen consecutive years from 2006

June 2018
Japan Climate Initiative

January 2019
World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development 
(WBCSD)

February 2019
Renewable Electricity 100

May 2020
Business Ambition for 1.5°C

June 2020
Race to Zero

March 2022
GX League Basic Concept

July 2018
Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures

September 2018
Science Based Targets initiative

External Recognition
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